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Abstract: Letters are often treated as a secondary literary genre, serving only to convey information and maintain relationships between people. But Christianity, which has been called the religion of the book, can also be described as the religion of the letter. In fact, from the very beginning, it was mainly through the letters (e.g., of Paul the Apostle) that the faith and the doctrinal, moral, and disciplinary instructions were transmitted. Of course, the authors of the early Christian letters also referenced biblical themes and the Bible itself. Following the ancient rules of rhetoric, they also implemented the postulate of didacticism (docere) by making the Scriptures and their exegesis more widely known. This article aims to show how this postulate is put into practice in Latin letters written by three great patristic figures: Saint Augustine, Saint Jerome, and Saint Paulinus of Nola, the most important representatives of the golden patristic age. These outstanding early Christian pastors and writers are considered to have created a kind of “virtual school” of biblical exegesis in their letters. This article presents how this “school” functioned, from the invitation to participate, through the methods and the study program, to the praise that good students earned. It can be an excellent model for our current age, marked by online education. This can also be applied to biblical studies and the study of biblical and patristic exegesis.
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Most often, when discussing patristic exegesis, its development, and studies on it, one thinks chiefly about exegetical treatises, commentaries, and homilies or special exegesis handbooks created in the patristic period.1 Rarely, however, in scientific considerations do we turn to highly abundant sources, i.e., collections of letters. Perhaps this is because letters are treated more as a private means of communication, underdeveloped and difficult to specify as a literary form. In contrast, it is one of the most interesting forms in the patristic period and conveys much knowledge, including that concerning patristic exegesis. In addition to the regular interpretation of
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1 E.g., Augustinus, De doctrina Christiana.
the Scriptures, which appears in almost every patristic letter, by quoting passages of the Bible or using them as arguments, they form a fascinating approach to exegesis, or rather to learning it, namely, letters as a peculiarly understood school of exegesis. The collections of letters by Augustine, Jerome, and Paulinus of Nola – three remarkable disciples and masters of Bible interpretation during the patristic period in the West – will be used as sources to consider this phenomenon. Such a selection of sources and topics is all the more justified by the fact that, generally, the exegesis issues in the letters of the Church Fathers were not the subject of the separate studies. In works on patristic exegesis\(^2\) or the exegesis of individual authors, the letters are treated only as an addition to commentaries and homilies. Therefore, it is worth looking at the letters as independent works, including theological ideas, and reading in this context what the Church Fathers tell us about learning and teaching biblical exegesis through their correspondence. Since a letter, as Rafał Pawłowski notes in his study,\(^3\) is an extension of the art of eloquence – rhetoric should also meet the requirements of a good speech, including the docere\(^4\) postulate, to which St. Augustine paid special attention when discussing the rhetorical rules applicable to Christian authors.\(^5\) Since one of the basic requirements of a good speech is teaching and educating, it seems that for the early Christian writers and theologians, also in their numerous letters, education in the proper biblical exegesis should occupy a unique and important place.

Of course, each of our three authors devoted a great deal of space in his letters to the interpretation of the Scriptures and, most often, practically interpreting different passages according to the subject of interest. They were aware, however, that this skill of interpretation and studying the Scriptures is an extraordinary one and requires, on the one hand, divine inspiration and, on the other, human knowledge

---

\(^2\) For example, in a basic study of patristic exegesis, its author, Manlio Simonetti, in the chapters devoted to Augustine and Jerome, makes only three references to the letters (only in Jerome) and only on matters of minor importance. See Simonetti, _Lettera e/o allegoria_, 321–354. The same is true of the latest study on the patristic exegesis by Charles Kannengiesser ( _Handbook of Patristic Exegesis_). It invokes Jerome’s letters to show his biography and briefly mentions that “The Bible is also present in the whole course of his correspondence […] we can point to more than twenty letters referring to points of exegesis, some of which having directly as their object the explication of a biblical text” (ibidem, 1098) and takes a longer discussion of letter 120 and presents a theory of the three senses of Scripture (ibidem, 1104). Unfortunately, in the chapter devoted to Augustine, there was no important reference to his correspondence, and in the short paragraph about Paulinus, the information about his letters is actually limited to the statement that “the whole collection of Paulinus’s letters would demonstrate their deliberate and constant recourse to scripture” (ibidem, 1241). For more about patristic exegesis and current studies on it, see Marin, “Orientamenti di esegesi,” 273–317; Kannengiesser, “État des travaux,” 71–82; Maraval, “La Bible,” 445–466; Simonetti – Vian, “Les esgesi patristica,” 241–267.

\(^3\) See Pawlowski, “Teoria i praktyka,” 27.


and competence. Therefore, their letters establish a kind of school and a relationship between student and teacher. Of course, it is impossible to speak of a school in the strict sense of the word. However, from the practical point of view and extant letters, it is not without reason that it is St. Jerome, the oldest of them and the one best known for his biblical interests, who appears most often in the role of a teacher in the surviving letters and treated by the others as such, with the letters considered as schooling of sorts.

1. Invitation to Become a Student of Exegesis

The first question is how to become a student of such a school. In their letters, the Church Fathers repeatedly encouraged people to get involved in studying the Bible. For example, St. Augustine, in his letter to the faithful of Hippo in the year 404, urges them, “I could wish that you might ponder over the Scripture of God with earnest attention.” In his letter to Maximus, who was just entering the path of the Christian life, Augustine pointed out that “with a mild and gentle piety you should refrain from objecting to passages of the holy Scriptures which you do not yet understand and which seem to the uninstructed devoid of sense and self-contradictory.” The need to study the Scriptures was known to the converts to Christianity and all the believers in general. This was the case with Paulinus of Nola, who was searching for a teacher to introduce him to the world of the Scriptures. To this effect, he wrote in his first letter to Augustine, “So teach me as one still a child in the word of God and a suckling in spiritual life and still needs the breasts of faith, wisdom and love. […] So cherish and strengthen me, for I am a novice in the sacred writings

---

6 It should be remembered that, almost from the beginning of Christianity, more or less official schools were set up whose adepts acquired knowledge in the interpretation of the Scriptures, such as the Alexandrian or the Caesarean school of Origen, see Crouzel, Origen, 25–28; Young, “Interpretation of Scripture,” 850–851.

7 Certainly, it is Jerome who can be regarded as the father and the protector of this particular epistolary school of the Bible, for, as Pierre Jay (“Jerome [ca. 347–419/420]”, 1098) has pointed out, “The Bible is also present in the whole course of his correspondence. Without speaking of the abundant quotations and reminiscences, we can point to more than twenty letters referring to points of exegesis, some of which having directly as their object the explication of a biblical text: parable (Epist. 21) or psalm (Epist. 65 and 140).” Cf. Degórski, “Esegesi,” 89–123; Wysocki, “Hope Found,” 727–742. St. Jerome also strongly recommended biblical education; see Martino Piccolino, “La regola,” 465–475; Grilli, “Alla scuola,” 385–394.


9 Augustinus, Ep. 78, 1 (FC 12, 375).

and in spiritual studies.”¹¹ As we can see, sometimes, a student asks a famous, older theologian to become his teacher. Sometimes, however, the teacher suggests that the mysteries of exegesis should be explored by a younger and less experienced adept of Christianity. In Letter 53 of AD 394,¹² Jerome proposed Paulinus study the Scriptures under his guidance.¹³ However, he did not see himself as a teacher in this arrangement but rather as a companion in the meditation of the Word of God and a coinhabitant of the Kingdom of Heaven here on earth.¹⁴ He wrote, “I am not so dull or so forward as to profess that I myself know it, or that I can pluck upon the earth the fruit which has its root in heaven, but I confess that I should like to do so. I put myself before the man who sits idle and, while I lay no claim to be a master, I readily pledge myself to be a fellow-student. […] Let us learn upon earth that knowledge which will continue with us in heaven”¹⁵ and assured him, “I will receive you with open hands and […] I will strive to learn with you whatever you desire to study.”¹⁶ Augustine addressed Volusianus similarly:

I urge you not to shrink from applying yourself to the study of the truly and surely Sacred Letters. This is a sound and substantial study; it does not allure the mind with fanciful language, nor strike a flat or wavering note by means of any deceit of the tongue. It appeals strongly to him who is more desirous of reality than of words, but it strikes fear into him who puts his trust in created things. […] And if, in your reading or meditation, some difficulty arises, and it seems that I could be useful in solving it, write to me and I will answer. It may even be, with the help of the Lord, that I shall do more that way than I should by speaking to you in person, partly because of your and my varied duties since it might happen that you and I should not be free at the same time and partly because of the importunate presence of other persons, who are usually not disposed to this pursuit, and who take more pleasure in the sword-play of words than in the enlightenment of knowledge. But, what is set down in writing is always ready to be read when the reader is ready, and its presence never becomes burdensome because it is taken up and laid aside at your pleasure.¹⁷

Thus Augustine, but also Jerome, who was not expecting Paulinus in person, were the founders of this school of exegesis through the letters, not only for Paulinus but

¹¹ Paulinus, Ep. 4, 3 (ACW 35, 50).
¹² It was about the time of Paulinus’ ordination and his decision to move to Nola; see Santaniello, Vita di Paolino, 141–245.
¹⁵ Hieronymus, Ep. 53, 10 (NPNF² 6, 269).
¹⁶ Hieronymus, Ep. 53, 11 (NPNF² 6, 269).
¹⁷ Augustinus, Ep. 132 (FC 20, 5).
also for many other recipients of their letters. So this school had no geographical limits, and anyone who claimed to be a Christian could and should be part of it.

2. Magistri et Discipuli

This school also had peculiar lectures and disputes among the “professors.” This transpires from the exchange of correspondence between Jerome and Augustine and the aforementioned statements of the former. However, they became both professors and students in this school. Indeed, Augustine wrote to Jerome, “Perhaps I ought to end my letter here, and so I should if I were satisfied with the conventional type of formal letter. But my mind bubbles over with thoughts which I want to share with you about the studies which we pursue in Christ Jesus our Lord, who deigns to bestow on me, through your Charity, a great abundance of useful ideas and provision for the road mapped out by Him.” Subsequently, he proceeded to ask questions about the meaning of certain passages of the Scriptures, concluding with a significant statement, “There are many other points of Christian learning which I should like to mention and to discuss with you in your straightforward way, but no letter can satisfy this desire of mine.” In the face of various disagreements between them, including on issues related to the studies of the Holy Scriptures, Jerome ends up proposing to Augustine, “Let us, if you please, exercise ourselves in the field of Scripture without wounding each other” to which the Bishop of Hippo replied:

You ask, or, rather, with the boldness of charity you command, that we play together in the field of the Scriptures without hurting one another. Indeed, as far as I am concerned, I would rather deal with those matters seriously than in sport. […] I confess that I ask something greater of your kindly ability, of your learned, exact, experienced, expert and gifted prudence and care, that, in these great and involved questions, by the gift, or rather

---

18 For more about the correspondence between Augustine and Jerome, see Torscher, “The Correspondence,” 476–492; Haitjema, “De briefwisseling,” 159–198; De Bruyne, “La correspondance,” 233–248; Fürst, Augstins Briefwechsel; Henning, Der Briefwechsel; White, The Correspondence.
19 Augustinus, Ep. 28, 1 (56, 1 apud Hieronymum) (FC 12, 94).
20 Augustinus, Ep. 28, 5 (56, 5 apud Hieronymum) (FC 12, 98).
21 The dispute between Augustine and Jerome lasted many years. This was because Augustine could not agree with Jerome’s choice to make a new Latin translation of the Bible on the basis of the Hebrew Bible. In his letters, Augustine argued for the superiority of the Greek and Latin ecclesiastical authorities over the original text of the Bible, which was difficult to accept, not only for Jerome but also from today’s point of view. See Malfatti, Una controversia; Czuj, Spór św. Augustyna; Morta, “Bluszcz kontra dynia,” 91–120; Wysocki, “Biblia i nadzieja,” 721–733; Fürst, “Veritas Latina,” 105–126.
22 Hieronymus, Ep. 115, 1 (my own translation).
under the guidance, of the Holy Spirit, you would help me not so much playing in the field as toiling up the mountain of the Scriptures.23

Ultimately, however, he admitted, “But what am I about? I am forgetting to whom I am speaking; I have been making myself out to be a teacher after proposing something which I wished to learn from you?”24 For it was necessary, in this school, to have a teacher, someone to guide the disciples and show them the right ways to interpret the Scriptures. In his letter 53 to Paulinus,25 Jerome addressed the issue, “These instances have been just touched upon by me (the limits of a letter forbid a more discursive treatment of them) to convince you that in the holy scriptures you can make no progress unless you have a guide to show you the way […].”26 Then he recalled the example of St. Paul and his followers, who had such teachers on their path toward knowledge of the Scriptures. Thus Jerome demonstrates the need for a master in the introduction to the world of the Bible and, at the same time, the qualities such a teacher should have.27

3. Learning and Teaching Methods

In this school, everyone asked each other questions about how to interpret the most complex pages of the Scripture. Questions were asked of Jerome by Pope Damasus, emphasizing that “there will be no more worthy conversation between us than that in which we will talk about the Scriptures, that is, I will ask and you will answer.”28 Augustine29 and Marcella30 asked Jerome, and Paulinus asked Rufinus.31 With an awareness of his ignorance, Paulinus appeared before Augustine when he wrote in his letter, “[…] I who am needy and poor, your foolish little pupil whom you are accustomed to tolerate as a truly wise man does, am asking you to tell me your own knowledge or theory of this matter, because I know that you are enlightened by the spirit of

23 Augustinus, Ep. 82, 2 (116, 2 apud Hieronymum) (FC 12, 391).
26 Hieronymus, Ep. 53, 6 (NPNF2 6, 262).
29 See Hieronymus, Ep. 56; 67; 104; 116; 132.
30 See Hieronymus, Ep. 25; 26; 27; 28; 29; 32; 34; 37.
31 See Paulinus, Ep. 28, 5; 46; 47.
revelation from the very Leader and Fount of wise men.”32 Paulinus knew his place and position and was aware of his lack of knowledge of the Bible. Augustine, on the other hand, wrote in a letter to Jerome:

I have spoken at length, and probably I have bored you by repeating arguments which you accept but which you do not expect to learn because you have been accustomed to teach them. If there is anything in them regarding their content [...] anything in them which offends your learning, I beg you in your answer to warn me of it, and to take the trouble to correct me. Unhappy is he who does not worthily honor such great and holy labors as are those of your studies, and give thanks for them to the Lord our God, by whose gift you are what you are! Therefore, since I ought to be more ready to learn from anyone at all what I am so useless as not to know rather than eager to teach anyone at all what I do know.33

And since, as Jerome states, “such is the important function of the priesthood to give answers to those who question them concerning the law,”34 they answered questions and explained uncertainties and difficult passages in the Scripture. There is a lot in the letters of our Fathers about what such exegetical lectures, or rather letters, should look like. Jerome, in a letter to another of his disciples – Marcella – indicates that one should not so much be mindful of the words as of the content;35 they should often be based on the writings of recognized authors36 and on a profound knowledge of the ancient languages and of the various versions of Scripture.37 Thus, asking questions and appealing to respected authorities was the primary learning method in this school of letters.

4. Study Program

And the program of this school is clearly specified. It is presented by Jerome in his letter to Paulinus, “[...] give ear for a moment that I may tell you how you are to walk in the holy scriptures. All that we read in the divine books, while glistening and shining without, is yet far sweeter within. ‘He who desires to eat the kernel must first break the nut.’”38 Therefore, studies on the allegorical interpretation of the Holy Scriptures are the base and the most important part of education. However, in the aforementioned

34 Hieronymus, Ep. 53, 3 (NPNF 6, 259).
35 See Hieronymus, Ep. 29, 1.
36 See Hieronymus, Ep. 36, 1.
37 See Augustinus, Ep. 149, 3; Hieronymus, Ep. 29, 1.
38 Hieronymus, Ep. 58, 9 (NPNF 6, 311).
letter to Volusianus, Augustine detailed this program, detailing its various steps, “I urge you especially to read the language of the Apostles; by these you will be roused to make the acquaintance of the Prophets, to whose testimony the Apostles appeal.” Jerome also pointed out the complex issues related to the particular books of the Scripture in the mentioned letter to Paulinus. The letters also inform about the method used in this school. In addition to this specific dialogue of question and answer, the manner of formulating an answer is important. In response to the priest Cyprian’s request for an explanation of one of the Psalms, Jerome stated, “I will explain it to you not in layabout and people-pleasing words, which usually seduce and caress the ear of the inexperienced, but in plain language and in words truly ecclesiastical, so that my interpretation does not require another interpreter, which happens very often to those who are too eloquent that it is more difficult to understand their explanations than what they are trying to explain.” It is, therefore, important that the answer to the questioner should be complete and yet simple so that the person can obtain an understanding of the mysteries of the Scripture. It is also essential that the answer should be in compliance with the teaching of the Church. This fidelity to orthodoxy is one of the program’s features for interpreting the Sacred Scripture.

5. Recognition in the Eyes of a Master

As in any school, praise was due when a student was skillful and talented. And such we also find in the letters of our writers. Jerome particularly lauded Paulinus of Nola. In one of his letters, he praises Paulinus thus:

You have a great intellect and an inexhaustible store of language, your diction is fluent and pure, your fluency and purity are mingled with wisdom. Your head is clear and all your senses keen. Were you to add to this wisdom and eloquence a careful study and knowledge of scripture, I should soon see you holding our citadel against all comers; you would go up with Joab upon the roof of Zion, and sing upon the housetops what you had learned in the secret chambers. Gird up, I pray you, gird up your loins. As Horace says: ‘Life has no gifts for men except they toil’. Show yourself as much a man of note in the church, as you were before in the senate. […] I am not content with mediocrity for you: I desire all that you do to be of the highest excellence.”

---

39 Augustinus, Ep. 132, 1 (FC 20, 5).
40 Hieronymus, Ep. 140, 1 (my own translation).
41 Hieronymus, Ep. 58, 11 (NPNF2 6, 312).
Paulinus himself was aware of the need to acquire knowledge of biblical exegesis. As one scholar of his writings, Antoni Swoboda, notes, his letters “are evidence of a constant effort to deepen the study of the Word.”42 St. Jerome, however, in praise of his studious and diligent pupil, shows the qualities of a genuine interpreter and student of the Bible. As we have seen, these requirements are not spiritual or religious but intellectual qualities. In this way, the Christian exegete, also in the context of epistolography, somehow fits in with the idea that Christians could use pagan literature for the process of education while using the skills acquired for the interpretation of Scripture.43

Conclusions

The letters are one of the most fascinating literary genres. They tell us much about their authors and addressees, about the times in which they were written. But they also perform various functions within society. The example of the Latin epistolary of the most illustrious writers of the golden age of patrology shows that they implement a fundamental postulate of ancient epistolography – *docere*. But they do it in the most important field for the Christians: the knowledge of the Scriptures and the ability to interpret them, because, as Saint Jerome said, “Ignorance of the Scriptures is ignorance of Christ.”44 By creating a kind of school of knowledge and interpretation of the Scriptures in their letters, many “virtual” students of Jerome, Augustine, or Paulinus undoubtedly gained and continue gaining knowledge and love of Christ.
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